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In this paper, we continue the study of the p-groups of maximal class 
from the point of view of the number of conjugacy classes, which was 
begun in k16] by A. Vera-Lopez and B. Larrea. A p-group G of order pm 
is said to be of maximal class if its nilpotency class is m - 1. Unless 
otherwise stated, it is supposed throughout this paper that m b 4. The 
notation used here is practically the same as in [16]. Furthermore, we 
introduce the vector 
v,= (a,, a15 ‘..Y G-2), 
where ai is the number of conjugacy classes of order pi for 0 < i < m - 2. 
We set zj=ry,(siYi+,) for l<i<m-1 and zO=r,(sY,). Thus, 
OG = (z,, zl, ..., z,- i). If G is a quotient group of G, we write Zi for the 
(i+ l)st component of the vector oG. For the sake of briefness, we will 
represent the vector (p”, p” ~ ‘, . . . . p, 1) by the symbol r,. We will say that 
the following characteristic series of G, 
is the extended lower central series of G. Also, we call A-chain of length s 
of a p-group of maximal class G, a series 
G=H,>H,> ... >H,, 
in which s <m - 3 and each Hi is a p-group of maximal class and a 
maximal subgroup of the corresponding Hip,. 
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If G is a p-group of order pm =p2’+ ‘, P. Hall proves in [4] the existence 
of an integer k = k(G) 2 0 such that 
r(G)=n(p’-1)+p’+k(p2-l)(p-I). 
We then write r(G) =fk( ICI). In the first section, we are mostly concerned 
with the study of k(G) when G is a p-group of maximal class, especially 
with the relations between this and other invariants of G, such as m, c(G), 
and g’G. We wish to underline the following results: 
(A) We prove the equality 
;+s+ . . . + Z,-1 -=n+k(p- l), 
P” 
which relates k(G) with the local invariants zi for 0 d i < n - 1. 
(B) We determine a lower bound B,,,(c(G)) for k(G) in terms of p, 
m, and c(G), which is best possible. Furthermore, we state the conditions 
on the commutator subgroups of G and on the numbers zi 
(0 < 2idm - c(G) - 1) under which k(G) coincides with the above- 
mentioned lower bound. 
(C) If Y, is non-abelian and k(G) > 0, we prove that c(G) < 
log, k + 2, which improves the inequality c(G) < log, k + 3 given in [ 16). 
(D) We show that, if m 3 2k + 5, then c(G) d 1. 
(E) In [ 141, J. Poland states that, if k(G) = 0, then m <p + 2. In this 
paper, we consider the general case and prove that, if k(G) c FE(p) = 
pa+ . . . +p+ 1, then 
m<2p+cc(p-I)-c(G)(p-22, 
whence we also obtain c(G) < 2 + cr(p - l)/(p - 2). As an example, if 
1 <k(G)<p, we get that m<2p+ 1. 
(F) We give recursive formulas for the two sequences {k(H,)}~=;3 
and {k( Yi)}y& in terms of the invariants zi. 
In Sections 2 and 3, where we consider the p-groups of maximal class 
satisfying k(G) = 0 and 1, respectively, we shall use extensively the results 
of the first section. For k(G) = 0, we complete the information given in [ 14, 
161 by determining all the commutator subgroups [ Yi, Yj] and the terms 
of the sequences (k(H,)} and {k( Yi)}. For the case k(G) = 1, which is 
studied for the first time in this paper, we find oc, the commutator sub- 
groups and the two sequences (k(H,)} and {k( Yi)} in terms of some 
suitable group invariants which arise in a natural way when dealing with 
these groups. Furthermore, we’ state Theorems (3.10) and (3.11), from 
which one can derive the vector V,. 
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1. GENERAL RESULTS 
(1.1) LEMMA. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order pm with 
m=2n+e and eE{O,l}. Set r(G)=f,(JGI). Then, oG=(z,,,zl ,..., z,~,, 
‘5,-l+,) and 
Z 
3+z1+ . . . +LLn+k(p- 1). 
P P2 P” 
Proof. We have (TV = (z,, z,, . . . . z,._ ,). If i E {n, . . . . m - 1 }, then 
[ Y,, Yi] = [ Yj, Y,, i ] d Yzi+ i < Y,,, + i = 1. Hence, Yj is abelian and 
;L~=T:;i YAT;L~ Isi Y,, ,I =p’+-‘. We deduce that (z,, z,+, , . . . . z,, ,) = 
, p ‘, . . . . l)=~~-,+~, whence bC=(zO, zl, . . . . z~-~,T~~~+~). 
On the other hand, arguing as in [2, Note E], we get 
T 
“+z’+ . . . +-+ Z,-I Z?l zm-1 1 
P P2 
-+ . . . + 
P” pn+’ 
-+ 
Pm P”(P2 - 1) 
r(G) f,AlGl) 
=-T-- =~=n+-&+k(p- 1). p -1 p -1 (2) 
As Zi=pm-‘-’ for i = n, . . . . m- 1, we have Cy=;’ zJp”l = C’“,r,’ pm-2i-2 = 
(P m +r - 1 )/p”(p’ - 1). By substituting this value in (2) we obtain the result 
desired (1). 1 
(1.2) LEMMA. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order pm = p2” + ‘. 
Set r(G)=f,(\G() andr(G)=f,(IGj), where G=G/Z(G). Then, 
z1-z1 
--r+ 
z2--z2 
-+ . . . + Z”-2ie--Z”b2+e 
P P3 P 
n-l+e = (k - k)(p - 1). (3) 
Furthermore, if e = 0, then z,_, =p”-’ or p”, according as c(G) = 0 or 
c(G) 2 1. 
Proof. If e= 1, then (GI =P*~+’ and jG( =p2”. So, by using (l.l), 
zo-z. 
-+ 
z1- .?I 
P 
-y--+ .‘. + 
Z,-I--Zn-I 
P P” 
=(k-L)(p- 1). 
Now, e = 1 implies c(G) B 1. Hence, z0 = t, =p and we obtain the equality 
claimed. 
If e=O, then IGJ =p*’ and IGI =p2n-‘=pP2(n-1)+‘. By (l.l), we have 
zo-z. z,-Yz, 
-+2 + ..* + Zn-z-ZG2 +- 
P P P 
n-1 il,‘=(k-@(p-1)+1. 
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Now, we consider two cases. If c(G)> 1, then z0 = Z, =p and 
[Ynel, Yn-l]=[Y,_l, Y,]<Y,,z=l, whence Y,_, is abelian and 
z,-1= Is,-, Y,l =p”. So, (z,, -5,)/p + z,_ Jp” = 1 and (3) follows. If 
c(G)=O, then GEM and, by [16], z,-~=Z,-~=~+~ (note that Y+, 
is abelian). On the other hand, z0 = 2p- 1 and Z, =p. Thus, 
(zO - 2,)/p + z, _ Jp” = (p - 1 )/p + l/p = 1 and (3) also holds in this 
case. I 
(1.3) COROLLARY. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order 
pm,p2n+e, r(G)=f,(JG(), andr(G)=fE(jGj), where G=G/Z(G). Then, the 
following inequalities hold: 
k<kkppl;+n-2+e. 
Proof: As z, B Zi for all i = 1, . . . . m - 1, (3) yields (k - k)(p - 1) 2 0, i.e., 
k > f. On the other hand, we have zi <pZi for all i and, therefore, 
<(p-l) ;+ ... +* 
L P > 
=(p-l)(n-2+e+R(p-l)), 
where the last equality follows from (1.1) taking into account that 
IQ =P 2(n - 1 + e) + 1 -e and Z,=p. Thus, k-k<(p-l)k+n-2+e and 
kdpk+n-2+e. 1 
Remark. In 131, P. X..Gallagher proves that, if N is a normal subgroup 
of a finite group G, then r(G) ,< r(N) r(G/N). Consequently, r(C) d r(G) < 
pr(G) for any p-group of maximal class G. Now, if (s, sr , . . . . s,,_ r) is a 
generator G-system, we have [s,,~~, s] =s,,_,. So, r,Js,-zZ(G))= 1 and 
r(G) < r(G) <pr(C). Using these inequalities we could also derive the 
results of the last corollary. Nevertheless, the importance of Lemma (1.2) 
is not based on Corollary (1.3), but on the information it gives about the 
invariants zi. 
(1.4) COROLLARY. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order 
pm,p2n+r. Set r(G)=f,(lGJ) andr(G)=f,(lGI). Then, k=f ifandonly if 
zi=gifor i=l,...,n-2+e. 
Prooj This result is a direct consequence of (1.2). 1 
(1.5) COROLLARY. Let G be a p-group of maximal class. If c(G) =O, 
then k = f. 
ProoJ This is immediate from (1.4) and from (2.9) of [16]. 1 
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DEFINITION. Over the set P = {p ( p is a prime number}, we define the 
following functions: 
If LXEZ. 
P 
I 
IfI -1 
P-l 
=p=+p*-’ + ... +p+ 1, if ~20; 
F,(P) = 
0, if cc<O. 
If ~1 E Z is even, 
1 
P e+2-.1 
p2- l 
=pm +p”-Z + ... +p*+ 1, if a>O; 
Z,(p)= 
0, if a CO. 
If CCCZ is odd, 
Z,+l(~)-(a+3)/2 
(a+ I)/2 
=(p+ 1) 1 ipa+l-*i, if a>O; 
J,(P) = 
P-l i= 1 
0, if a<O. 
We note that, for a 3 0, all the three functions F,(p), Z,(p), and J,(p) are 
polynomials in p of degree a. Moreover, the following relations are 
immediate: 
(i) If ak0, pF,-,(p)=F,(p)- 1. 
(ii) If a>0 is even, p2Z,p2(p)=Z,(p)-1. 
(iii) If a> 1 is odd, p2J,-,(p)=J,(p)-((a+ 1)/2)(p+ 1). 
Remark. If G is a p-group of maximal class of order pm =P*~+ e such 
that Y,(G) is abelian, it is shown in [16] that r(G)=p”-* +p*- 1, 
whence we deduce that 
Z,-,(P)+ J+,(P)> if m is odd; 
if m is even. 
This suggests a relation between the invariant k(G) and the functions 
defined above. Precisely, we have the following result: 
(1.6) THEOREM. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order p” with 
m=2n+e and eE {0, l}. Suppose that r(G)=f,((G() and set c=c(G). 
Then, 
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(4) 
(2) Zf c is even, 
+e ~,.~,(P)+ez~-,-,,(P)+J,.-,-,,(P). 
> 
(5) 
Proo$ For c = 0, the result is obvious, since the expression on the right 
of (5) then takes the zero value. Therefore, we can suppose in the rest of 
the proof that c> 1. 
By the definition of the degree of commutativity c, [ Yi, Y,,_ iPC] = 1 for 
all i= 1, . . . . m-c- 1. If Y+-,.< Y,,,, then we have zi> /Y,+-,l = 
P ‘+‘, since zi is the number of Y,,, -conjugacy classes fixed by SUE Yi - 
yi+,. On the other hand, if Y,_,P,.< Yi+i, then Y,< Y,,Pi--, and Y, is 
abelian, whence zi=r,,(.siYj+,)= IsiY,+,I =pmPiP’. 
We note that the condition Y,+-,d Yi+ I is equivalent to 
m-i-c>i+ 1, i.e., 2i<m-c- 1 =2n+e-c- 1. We are going to deter- 
mine for what values of i the preceding inequality holds by considering the 
two cases c odd and c even. 
(1) c is odd. If e=O, then 2i<2n+e-c-1 if and only if 
i<n-(c+1)/2. If e=l, 2i<2n+e-c-1=2n-c is equivalent to 
2i< 2n - c - 1, since 2i is even and 2n -c is odd. This latter inequality 
holds if and only if i d n - (c + 1)/2. Hence, when c is odd, Y, ~ i.. ~ Q Y,, , 
and i < n - (c + 1)/2 are equivalent. 
(2) c is even. If e=O, 2i<2n+e-c- 1=2n-c- 1 is equivalent to 
2i< 2n - c - 2, since 2i is even and 2n - c - 1 is odd, and the latter 
inequality holds if and only if i < n - (c + 2)/2. If e = 1, then 
2i<2n+e-c- 1=2n-c if and only if i,<n-c/2=n-(c+2)/2+ 1. So, 
in any case, we have Y,+-,.< Y,,, only for idn-(c+2)/2+e. 
Now, we proceed to find the lower bounds of the theorem. Set 
A = n - (c + 1)/2 or n - (c + 2)/2 + e, according as c is odd or even. Then, 
we have zi>pifc for i= 1, . . . . 1 and zi=pmeiel for i=l+ 1, . . . . n- 1. 
Bearing in mind (1 ), we deduce that 
n+k(p-l)=;+$+ . . . +y 
n-l 
2 1 +p’-‘A+ 1 pm-2i-2, 
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since c>l implies z,=p. As Cy;i+, pm~2i-2=pm~2C::~+, P-~‘= 
P”(P 
2(n--l- 1) 
-WP’“(P’-1) = P’(P 2(n--1-‘)- l)/(p2 - 1) =pPZ*+-&), 
we get that 
n+k(p- l)> 1 +P”~‘~+p’z,,,~,_,,(p), 
whence 
k(p-1)B(p”~‘-1)~-(n-%-1)+p’Z2(,_;._,,(p) 
=(p~-‘-1)~+e(p-1)I2~,~i,~,,(p)+z,~,~,~2,(p)-(n-~“-1) 
and, finally, 
Substituting L for its corresponding values into the last inequality, we 
obtain (4) and (5). 1 
(1.7) COROLLARY. Let G be a p-group of maximal class with r(G) = 
fk(lGI). Zfc=c(G), then 
( 1) Zf Y, is non-abelian, k > F,, - *(p). 
(2) Zf Y, is abelian, k>F,.-3(p). 
Proof (1) If lG( =p”‘=~~~+‘, the condition Y, non-abelian is equiva- 
lent to c < m - 4 = 2n - 4 + e and, consequently, both n - (c + 1)/2 >/ 1 and 
n - (c + 2)/2 + e > 1 hold. Hence, we deduce from (1.6) that k >, F,-*(p). 
(2) If Y, is abelian, the result claimed follows from the remark made 
before (1.6), taking into account that c = m - 2 and that ZCe3(p) + 
.J~.~P)BF,-~(P) and J,-3(~)3F,.-3(~). I 
(1.8) COROLLARY. Let G be a p-group of maximal class with Y, non- 
abelian and k = k(G) > 0. Then, 
c(G) < log, k + 2 
and the inequality is strict whenever k > 1. 
Proof: If c(G) < 2, the above-mentioned inequality is obvious, since 
log, k = 0 if k = 1 and log, k > 0 if k > 1. On the other hand, if c = c(G) 2 3, 
then F,-,(p)>p’-* and (1.7) gives k>p”-*, whence c<log,k+2. 1 
The last corollary is an improvement, when Y, is non-abelian, of the 
result c(G) < log, k + 3, which is proved in [ 161. 
A natural question that arises after Theorem (1.6) is the following one: 
For what family of p-groups of maximal class does k(G) coincide with the 
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lower bound given in that theorem? That is, if m = 2n + e 2 4 and we define 
for CE (0, 1, . . . . m-4} u {m-2} 
B,,.(c) 
1 
(n-q) F,.-,(p)+eZ,.-,(p)+J,.-,(P), if c is odd, 
= 
( 
cs2 
n--++e F,.~,(p)+ez,-,-,,(p)+J,-,-,,(p), 
> 
if c is even, 
when does the equality k(G) = B,, ,(c(G)) hold? Having a look at the 
proof of (1.6), it is clear that, if c(G) 3 1, the equality holds if and only if 
zj =p ‘+ c(G) whenever 0 < 2i Q m - c(G) - 1 (this is not true for c(G) = 0; 
for those groups, we determine in the next section when we have 
k(G) = B,,,(c(G)) = 0). This local information will be transformed into 
global conditions on the commutator subgroups [ Yi, Yj] of the group G. 
To do this, we need the following lemmas. 
(1.9) LEMMA. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order pm. If i, j 3 1 
and i-k j=m- 1, then 
[Yi, Y,]= 
zj- c(G)> 1; 
m-12 if c(G)=O. 
Proof If c(G) 2 1, then [Y,, Y,] ,< Y,, j+c(G) < Y, = 1. If c(G) = 0, we 
know that Y,#C,(Y,_,) (cf. Cl]). So, l#[Y,, Y,,-,]<Y,,-, and 
necessarily [ Y, , Y, _ *] = Y, _ i . We prove by induction on i that 
[Y,, Ym-i-lJ=Ympl for i=l,+.., m-2. We have just seen that the 
result is true for i = 1. We suppose it true for i (1 < id m - 3) and prove 
it for i+ 1. Set [Y,, Y,+-2]= Y,. It it were u=m-2, we would 
have c(G/Y,,, _ i ) = 0, which is impossible according to [ 11. Hence, 
Y,<Y,-,=Z(G). Now, since [Yj+,, Y,+_,]E(~, Y,_,}, P. Hall’s 
Three Subgroup Lemma applied to the triple commutators 
[ Yi, Ym-t-z, Gl = CYu, Cl = 1, 
CYm-;-Z,G, Yil=CYm-i-l, Yil=Ym-1, 
[G, Yi, Ym-i-21=CYi+~, Ym-i-21, 
yields [ Yi+ , , Y, ~ i-2] = Y, ~, , which completes the proof. 1 
(1.10) LEMMA. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order pm and 
G=G/Z(G). Suppose ie{l,...,m-c(G)-2) and [Y,, Y,,-ipr(c)-l]#l. 
Then, the following assertions hold: 
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(1) YJ Y;- Yi+ i) = YJ Pi- Pi+ i) and (Cl,(x)l =p ICl,(X)l for every 
XE Yi- Yi,l. 
(2) Zfi<m-i-c(G)- 1, then zi=Zi. 
Proof. As [Y;, Ym-r-c(c)-I]#l, necessarily [Y,, Ym--i-ccG,--l]= 
Y m--l. On the other hand, [Y,, ,, Ym-rPr(G)--l] = 1. Consequently, for any 
ye Yi- Y,+, there exists ge YmPi-c(G,P, such that [y, g]E Y,+,- (l}, 
i.e., y” = yz with z E Y,- i - (1 }. Hence, yg’= yz’ for all Jo (0, . . . . p - 1). 
We deduce that r,J yZ(G)) = 1 and, if i < m - i - c(G) - 1, that 
rY,(yZ(G))= 1. Now, if (y,, . . . . y, } is a complete set of representatives of 
the G-conjugacy classes that make up Pi - Pi+ i, we have ro( Y, - Yi+ 1) = 
xi= 1 rG( y,Z(G)) = r = ro( Pi - 8,+ I). Arguing in the same way we obtain 
zi=Zi when i<m-i-c(G)- 1. 1 
(1.11) COROLLARY. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order p” 
with c(G) = 0. Then, 
(1) IfiE (1, . . . . m-2}, r,(Y,- Yi+,)==r,(P,-- Fi+,)and ICl,(x)l= 
p (U,(X)1 for every XE Yi- Yi+l. 
(2) ZfiE (1, . . . . n-l}, then zi=Zi. 
Proof It is immediate from (1.9) and (1.10). 1 
(1.12) LEMMA. Let G be a p-group of maximal class with c(G) 3 1 and 
G=G/Z(G). Suppose that k(G)=B,,,(c(G)). Then, k(G)=B,-,,,(c(G)) 
and 
(1) Ifc(G)4, then Y,(G) is abelian nnd c(G)=m-3. 
(2) Zf c(G)<m-5, then c(G)=c(G). 
Proof (1) If c(G)Bm-4, then [Y,, Y,]=[Y,, Y2]<Y,-i and 
Y,(G) is abelian. Hence, c(G)= (m - l)-2=m - 3. It follows from the 
remark previous to (1.6) that k(G) = B, _ i, ,(c(G)), just taking into 
account that c(G) will be odd or even at the same time as m - 1. 
(2) Suppose now that c(G) < m- 5. Setting c = c(G), we have 
c(G)>,c. As k(G)= B,,,(c), if 0<2idm-c- 1, then zi=pi+‘, whence 
Z;<pi+c. In particular, Z, d p’ + ’ and necessarily [Pi, F,,,-,,-,_,I #i 
(note that (m - 1) - c - 2 > 2, since c d m - 5). Consequently, c(G) = c and 
zi&pp’+’ for 0 < 2i< (m- 1)-c- 1. Thus, we obtain Fi=pifc whenever 
0<2id(m- 1)-c-l, whence k(G)= B,,-,,Jc(G)). 1 
(1.13) THEOREM. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order pm such 
that c = c(G) >, 1. Then, the following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) k(G) = B,,,(c). 
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(2) zi=p jfc whenever 0<2i<m-c- 1. 
(3) [Y,, Y,] = Y,+j+r whenever i# j. 
Proof The equivalence between (1) and (2) has already been men- 
tioned. 
Now, we suppose (1) and (2) true and prove (3). We use induction on 
(Cl. If (GI =p4, the result is obvious. Assume that (3) holds for p-groups of 
maximal class of order smaller than (G(. If c 3 m -4, (3) is evident (just 
note that, when c=m-4, i+j+c<m and i#j imply {i,j}=(1,2}). 
If cdm-5, (1.12) yields c(C)=c and k(G)= B,,-,,,(c(G)). From the 
inductive hypothesis, it follows that [ yii, yi] = yi+i+C whenever i# j. 
We deduce that [Y,, Y,] = Yi+,+( if i+j+c#m- 1 and i#j. If 
i+j+c=m-1, we can suppose without loss of generality that 
i<j=m-i-c-l, i.e., Y,_ip,._16Yi+1. Ifit were [Y,, Yn,~i~C-,]=l, 
we would have zj> )Ym-r+cp,l =p’+(‘+‘, a contradiction with (2). Hence, 
[ Yi, Y, _ ;- ~ ~, ] = Y, ~ 1 and the result follows. 
Finally, we derive (2) from (3). We also argue by induction on (GI. If 
c > m - 4, the result is evident (in particular, when (GI =p”). So, we can 
suppose c < m - 5 and that the result is true for groups of smaller order. 
Then, clearly (3) implies c(G) = c and [ Yi, y,] = yj+, + (’ when i # j. Take 
firstly i such that 0 < 2i < m - c - 2. The inductive hypothesis yields 
Fi =p;+ C’. If zi > Zi, then (1.10) gives [ Y,, Y,,, _ ip ~- , ] = 1, impossible, since 
i<m-i-c- 1. Hence, zi=pihC when 0<2i<m-c-2. If 2i=m-c- 1, 
then [Y,, Y,] = [Y,, Yi+ , ] = [ Yi, Y, _ ipC] = 1. Therefore, Y, is abelian 
and zi=ry,(siY,+,)= (s~Y,+~) =p’+-‘=pifC. 1 
EXAMPLE. The existence of p-groups of maximal class satisfying the 
equality k(G)= B,,,(c(G)) is assured in [13]. In that paper, for m dp 
given and CE { 1, . . . . m-4} u {m -2}, cdp-m + 2, B. A. Panferov 
constructs the following Lie algebra L of maximal nilpotency class and 
dimension m over IF,: given a basis (e,, . . . . e,,_ I }, the Lie product in L is 
determined by the products 
Cei, 4 = - Ce,, ei]=(i+c--l)e,+,, i = 1, 2, . . . . m - 2, 
Ceo,eol=Ce,~,,e,l=Ce,,e,~,l=O, 
and, if i, ja 1, 
(i-j)ei+ j+c, Cei9 e,l= {o 
if i+j+c<m-1; 
9 if i+j+c>m-1. 
As m <p, by means of the Hausdorff formula (cf. [7]), one obtains a 
p-group of maximal class G of degree of commutativity c(G) = c verifying 
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Cyt2 y,l= yi+j+c whenever i # j. Now, taking into account (1.13), it 
follows that k(G) = B,,,(c(G)). 
We note that, in [6], L. G. Kovacs and C. R. Leedham-Green also con- 
sider such a Lie algebra for the particular case c = 1. The interest of their 
method lies in the fact that they present it as an algebra of (m + l)- 
by-(m + 1) matrices over the field IF,,. As a consequence, the p-group G 
of maximal class they obtain by means of the Hausdorff formula is a 
subgroup of the multiplicative group of the upper unitriangular matrices. 
Here, following their ideas, we generalize that example to the case when 
c~(l,...,m-4}u(m-2) and c<p-m+l (supposed m<p). 
First, we treat the case c <p -mm. In the associative algebra of the 
(m + c)-by-(m + c) matrices over [F,, we consider the Lie product 
[x, y] = xy - yx. Then, defining 
ui= C ke(k,k+i) for i=l,..,, m+c-1, 
k=l 
where e(i, j) is the matrix with the (i, j) entry equal to 1 and the rest equal 
to zero, we have 
Setting e, = U, and e, = ui+ c for i = 1, . . . . m - 1, we get for {e,, . . . . e,,- , } the 
same Lie product relations as those given by Panferov. Now, we put 
L = @ yZ-O1 lF,e,. L is a Lie subalgebra of the associative algebra T of nilpo- 
tent upper triangular matrices. As T”‘+’ = 0 and c 6p -m, it follows that 
TP = 0 and exp x = C,E ,, xi/j! = 1 + Cf:: xi/j! E 1 + T is well-defined for 
any x E T. If we set G = { exp x ) x E L}, the Hausdorff formula 
exp x exp y = exp @(x, y), 
where 
yields that G is a subgroup of the multiplicative group 1 + T of the upper 
unitriangular matrices. Now, if we define gi = exp ei for i= 0, . . . . m - 1, 
reasoning as Kovacs and Leedham-Green it follows that the subgroups of 
G of the form ( gi, . . . . g, _ i ) with i E { 0, . . . . m - 1) are pairwise distinct. 
Hence, IGI =p”‘. We also have that 
g,p= . . . =gL_,=l (6) 
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and that there exist integers y(i, j, k) such that 
m-1 
g;=;-’ n g;‘“O’k’, if lgi<m-2; 
csi, gol= k=i+2 (7) 
1, if i=m- 1, 
and, if i3 j> 1, 
m-1 
gL:+c n g;’ 1, .I. k) > if i+j+c<m-1; 
CSi2 8jl = k=i+2j+2c (8) 
1, if i+ j+c>m- 1. 
From these formulas, one can easily deduce that G is a p-group of maximal 
class satisfying Y,(G) = ( gi, . . . . g, ~ I ) for each i E { 1, . . . . m - 1 } and 
[Y,(G), Y,(G)] = Yj+j+,(G) whenever i# j. 
Finally, when c =p - m + 1, we consider the associative subring R of T 
generated by L. Then, we have RP = 0 and, from this point on, we argue 
as in the case c <p-m. 
As an application of this procedure, we consider the particular case 
m = 8, for which it is not difficult to find systems of integers {y(i, j, k) > 
such that (6), (7), and (8) define a p-group of maximal class of order p8 
and degree of commutativity CE { 2, 3,4, 6) (supposed p 3 c + 7). For 
instance, we have the family of groups defined by the relations (6) and 
if l<i<6; 
if i=l, 
and, ifi>j>l, 
Es;, gj] = yrz+~~ 
1. 
if i+j+c<7; 
if i+j+c>7, 
where li is arbitrary for ie { 1,2, 3,4}, 2, = 6 (mod p) if c = 2 and is 
arbitrary if c > 3, and i, = 0 (mod p). 
(1.14) COROLLARY. Let G be a p-group of maximal class such that 
c(G) 2 1. If k(G) = B,,,(c(G)), then k(H) = B,- l,P(c(H)) for any 
HE A(G) - { Y1 }. Furthermore, 
(1) r c(G) 2 m - 5, then Y,(H) is abelian and c(H) = m - 3. 
(2) Ifc(G)<m- 6, then c(H) = c(G) + 1. 
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Proof. (1) If c(G)>m-5, then [Y,, Y,]=[Y,, Y,]dY,,,=l and 
Y,(H) = Y, is abelian. Hence, c(H)=(m-l)-2=m-3 and k(H)= 
B m- Lp(4m. 
(2) Now, suppose that c= c(G) <m-6. We have c(H)>c+ 1 (cf. 
[16, (1.2)]). As k(G)=B,,,(c(G)), (1.13) yields [Y,, Y,]= Y,+j+C for 
i#j, whence [Yi(H), Y,(H)]= Yi+j+C+,(H). Now, c<m-6 implies 
c(H) = c + 1 and, using (1.13) again, we obtain k(H) = B,,- ,,,(c(H)). 1 
( 1.15) THEOREM. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order p” and 
r(G)=fJJG\). IfmB2k+5, then c(G)dl. 
Proof. We suppose that c(G) > 2 and will reach the inequality 
k(G) < B,,,(c(G)), which is a contradiction with (1.6). We are going to do 
this in two steps: 
(i) If c 3 2, then B,,,(c) > B,,,(2). 
(ii) If m 2 2k + 5, then B,,,(2) > k. 
(i) The range of the function B,,,(c) is (0, 1, . . . . m-4} u {m-2}. 
Let’s first consider the case in which c # m - 2. If c is odd, we have 
=(n-+) (pce2+ . . . +p)+2-e-+! 
c+l c-3 
>,(c-2)+2-e-->- 2 2>‘o, 
where we have used that n - (c + 1)/2 >/ 1 (since c $ m - 4) that 
c-2 
p +... +pbc-2 and that c>,3, since c is odd and c>2 by 
hypothesis. If c is even, the reasoning is completely similar. 
In the case c = m - 2, the remark before (1.6) yields B,,,(m - 2) > 
P 2n+e-5. Now, from the inequality p” B 1 +x In p 2 1 +x/2 for x >, 0, 
we deduce that B,,,(m - 2) > 1 + (2n + e - 5)/2 > 1 + (2n - 6 + 2e)/2 = 
n-2+e=B,,,(2). 
(ii) If m=2n+e>2k+5, then 2n+2ea2k+6, since 2n+2e is even 
and 2k+ 5 is odd. So, we have n +e> k + 3 and, consequently, 
B,J2)=n-2+e>k+l>k, as we wanted to prove. 1 
DEFINITION. Let G be a p-group of maximal class. We say that a series 
of subgroups of G, 
G=H,>H,>H,> ... >H, 
48,‘143,1-13 
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is a A-chain of G of length s when the two following conditions hold: 
(1) s<m-3. 
(2) H, E d(G) - {Y,(G), CG(Y,,-2(G))), and Hi E AlHi-,) - 
{Y,(H,-,)} for 2<i,<s. 
It is clear from the above definition (cf. [l, (3.1); 16, (1.2)]) that every 
Hi is a p-group of maximal class of order p” ~ ’ and that Y, (H,) = Y, +,(G) 
for 1 <iimin{s,m-4) and jai (note that, if s=m-3, Hmp3 is a 
p-group of maximal class of order p3 and Y,(H,,.. 3) makes no sense). 
(1.16) LEMMA. Let G be a p-group of’ maximal class. [f x, y E Y, - Y2 
and u 3 0, then xpu E Y, if and only if ypu E Y,. 
Proqf: We use induction on U. If u = 0, the result is trivial, since 
X, ye Y, - Y,. If U= 1, we distinguish two cases. If m >p+ 1, it is well 
known that xp, yp E Y,, - Y,, , (cf. Cl]) and the result is true. If m<p+ 1, 
we have exp Y, =p (again, cf. [ 1 I). Moreover, as x, y E Y, - Y,, there 
exist Jo { 1, . . . . p - 1 } and z E Y, such that x = y.‘z. Since Yr is a regular 
p-group, there exists z’ E U,( ( yj, z)‘) such that xp = (yjz)” = Y-~~z~z’. Now, 
taking into account that zP= 1, since ZE Y, and that ZJr((y’, z)‘) < 
U,(Y;)<U,(Y,)=l, wededuce that ~~=(y~)jwithj~{l,...,p-1) and, 
consequently, xp E Y, if and only if yP E Y,. 
Now, we assume the result true for u 2 1 and prove it for u + 1. If 
xp”, yp” E Y, ~~ 2, the result trivially holds, since exp Y, ~ 2 =p. Otherwise, 
from the inductive hypothesis, there exists WE { 1, . . . . m - 3) such that 
xpu, yp” E Y,, - Y,, + , . Then, we consider a A-chain of G, G= H,> 
H,> . . . >H,,--4. We have Y,.-Y,v+,=Y,(H,.~,)-Y,(H,,_,) and, the 
result being true in H,._ 1 for u = 1, we deduce that xPU+’ = (x~“)~E 
Y u+,,,+I(H,.-l) if and only if ypU+‘=(ypu)p~ Y,~,,,(H,-,), that is, 
xpU+’ E Y, if and only if yp”+’ E Y,, which proves the lemma. 1 
( 1 .I 7) THEOREM. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order 
p” ,p2n+e. Set c= c(G) and suppose that r(G)=f,(lGl) with k <F,(p). 
Then, the foI/owing inequality holds: 
m<2p+a(p-1)-c(p-2). 
Proof: Firstly, we prove that zi ~p~+~. In fact, if it were z, >P%+~, 
according to (1) we would have 
n+k(p-1)=:+3+ . . . +yap”+‘+n--1, 
whence k B (pa + ’ - l)/(p - 1) = FJp), which is a contradiction. 
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Next, we prove that ~f’*~~’ E Y,-,._ , . We note that sf’+‘-’ makes sense, 
because Corollary ( 1.7) yields CI 2 c - 2. If sf’+*-’ 4 Y, ~ ~ _ , , then, by virtue 
of (1.16), #+‘-‘ $Y,-,.-r for all XEY,-Yz. Since (x, Y,_,._,)< 
C,,(x), we deduce that IC,,(x)l >pa+3-’ (Y,,-,.-- ,) =P’+~ for all 
XE Y, - Y,. Consequently, ICl,,(x)l <]Yr,I/p”+4=pm Xp5 for XE Y, - Y, 
and z, = ry,(s, Y,)> (s, YZl/pm-z~5 =,D’+~, which is impossible. 
If we suppose m>2p+cc(p-l)-c(p-2)+1, then 1+(1x+2-c)(p-1)~ 
m-c- 1 and Y,+-, < Y,+(a+z-cj(pp,). Under that assumption, we also 
have m > 2 + (a + 2 - c)(p - 1) and, consequently, if we take a &‘-chain 
G=H,>H, > ... > H,._4, then IH,i >ppfl for all j=O, . . . . (a+ 1 -c) 
fTHl). So, if Jo (0, . . . . (c(+ 1 -c)(p-1)}, then X,“E Y,(H,)- Y,+,(H,)= 
I ,+(p-~))- Yz(Hj+(p- 1,) f or every xj E Y,( Hi) - Y,( H,). Applying 
repeatedly this property, we get that .y;‘+*-’ E Y,( H,, + 1 ~ c)(P _, ,) - 
Yp+,(H ~I+l-c~~p-l,)= Yl+~a+2--c~~p-I~- Y2+~1+2-r.~~p-I~. Hence, ~i”+~-‘$ 
Ympr,-l, contrary to what we have proved. In short, it must be m < 
2p+cr(p- 1)-c(p-2). I 
(1.18) COROLLARY. If G is a p-group of order pm such that 
r(G) = fO( IG( ), then m dp + 2 (J. Poland). Zf G is a p-group of maximal 
class of order pm and r(G) =fk( ICI) with k <p, then m < 2p + 1. 
Proof: In [14], J. Poland shows that r(G) =fO(jG\) implies that G is a 
p-group of maximal class. If c(G) = 0, it is well known (cf. [ 11) that 
m<p+l. If c=c(G)>l, then (1.17) used with cr=O or 1 yields 
m d 2p - c( p - 2) d p + 2 or m d 2p + (p - 1) - c(p - 2) < 2p + 1, according 
as k(G) =0 or k(G) <p. 1 
(1.19) COROLLARY. Let G he a p-group of maximal class of order p”. If 
r(G)=f,((GI) and k<F,(p), then c(G)d2+cc(p- l)/(p-2). 
Proof: It is immediate from Theorem (1.17), since m > 4 implies 
4<2p+c~(p-l)-c(G)(p-2). 1 
Remark. This last result can be compared with Corollary (1.8). 
The following two lemmas will be useful in the next sections when, 
assumed that k(G) d 1, we try to determine the values of the invariant k, 
k(Hi), and k( Y,), for the subgroups of a d-chain of G and of its extended 
lower central series. 
(1.20) LEMMA. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order p”. 
Consider a A-chain of G, G=H,>H, > ... > H,,-,. Set \H;( =p2nz+r1 
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with eiE (0, I} for i= 0, . . . . m-3. Take cr,=O for i>l and cr,=O or 1, 
according as c(G) 2 1 or c(G) = 0. Then, the equality 
zi=~~l+(p-l)(pk(Hi-,)-k(Hi)+ni-,-l-~;~,)} 
holds for i= 1, . . . . m - 3. 
Proof Let ie (1, . . . . m-3} and XEFZ-,- YI(HiP1)=HiP,- Yi(G). 
As c(H,)> 1 forjb 1, we have r,,_,(xY,(Hi_,))=p+ai-l(P-l). Hence, 
[2, Note E] yields 
p2r(ff-I)=p(p2- l)(~+ai-~(~- l))+~r(Yi(G)) 
=P(P’-~)(P+~~~,(P-~))+(P*-~)z~+~(Y~+,(G)). (9) 
On the other hand, ifyEHi- Y,+,(G), we have r”,(yY,+,(G))=p, whence 
pr(Hi)=p(p2-1)+r(Yj+,(G)). (10) 
Combining (9) and (10) we obtain 
~*r(~,-~)=~(p2-1)(p+~,~,(p-1))+(p2-1)zi+pr(H,)-p(p2-1). 
It follows that p divides zi. Setting z, =pzj, we get 
pr(Hi_,)=(p2-1)(P+CliP1(P- l))+(P*-l)z:+r(H,)-(p*-1). 
If Iffi-,l ~p*“-l+~~-l, then (HiI =p2(n~~l+e~-l-1)+‘-e~~~, i.e., ni=niel + 
e;_,-1 andej=l-eiP,. So, 
n,-,p(p*-l)+pl+“-’ + Wi- I 1 P(P* - 1 )(P - 1) 
=(p2-1)(p+‘cli-,(p-1)+zl-1) 
+(n,~,+ei-,-l)(p2-l)+p’~‘f~1+k(H,)(p2-l)(p-1). 
Taking into account that ejP1 E (0, 1) implies pl+ei-‘-p’-el-‘= 
ei- 1(p2 - l), we have 
ni-1P+ei-l+k(Hj-,)p(p-l) 
=P+ai~,(p-l)+zj-l+ni~l+ei-l-l+k(Hi)(p-l), 
that is, 
z~=ni~l(p-l)+k(Hi~,)p(p-l)-k(H,)(p-l) 
-aj-1(p- l)-(p- 1)+ 1 
and, consequently, 
~i=p{l+(p-l)(pk(H;-I)-k(Hi)+n,-,-l-a;-,)}. 1 
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(1.21) LEMMA. Let G = Y, be a p-group of maximal class of order pm. 
Set 1 Y,( =p2”l+el with ei E { 0, 1) for i = 0, . . . . m. Then, 
Z;=l+(p-l)(pk(Y;)-k(Yj+i)+ni) 
holds for i = 0, . . . . m - 1. 
Proof. As S,E Yi- Yi+,, we have pr( Yi) = zi(p2 - 1) + r( Y,, ,), that is, 
n,p(p’- 1) +p’ f” -tk(Yi) P(P2- IMP- 1) 
~Z~(p2~l)+(II,+~~~l)(p2~l)+p’~r~+k(Y~+~)(pZ~l)(p~1), 
since (Y;( =p2~11+‘~ and jYi+,\ =p*(n,+ft-l)+l~e~. Now, pl+e~-pl~e~= 
e, (p* - 1) yields 
pnj+ei+p(p-l)k(Y;)=Z,+ni+e,-l+(p-l)k(Yj+,), 
whence 
2. ~-GROUPS SATISFYING k(G)=0 
In this section, we consider the family of the p-groups satisfying 
r(G) =fO( [Cl). The main results about these groups are given in [14, 161. 
In [14], J. Poland proves that such a group has always maximal class. 
Furthermore, provided that (G\ =p” with m = 2n + e b 5, then c(G) E 
(0, l} and: 
n-l 
(i) If c(G)=O, then V,=(p,p-1, ..., p-l, p*-p,T-T, p2-p, 
2(p2-p),(p-1)2)ifn>,4orV,=(p,p-1,p-1,2p2-p-1,(p-1)2)if 
It = 3. 
,r-2+e 
(ii) Ifc(G)=l, thenV,=(p,p-1, ... 
n-1 
,p-1,p2-l,p2-p, ..., 
P2-PI. 
In [16], A. Vera-Lopez and B. Larrea find the values of the numerical 
G-systems of such groups. Namely, they prove that, if m 2 5: 
(i) If e= 1, then oG= (p, p2, p3, . . . . p+‘, p”, z,,). 
(ii) If e=O, then 
BG= 
(P, P2, P3, .‘., pm- I, ~,I, if c(G)= 1; 
(2p-1, p*, p3, . . . . pn-1, pn-‘,Tnp,), if c(G)=O. 
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And, if m = 4, gc = (p, p2, p, 1). It follows that zi =p’+ ’ for i = 1, . . . . n - 2 
and that z,,_ r =p”- ’ or p”, according as c(G) = 0 or 1, which we will use 
later on. We are going to complete this information by characterizing these 
groups in terms of the commutator subgroups [ Yi, Y,] and determining 
the values of k, k(H,) and k( Y,), of the subgroups of a d-chain of G and 
of the extended lower central series of G, respectively. 
(2.1) THEOREM. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order pm. 
Then, r(G)=f,((G() if and only if [Y,, Y,] = Yi+ j+i whenever i# j and 
i+j<m-2. 
Proof: First, we suppose r(G) =fb( ICI). If IGJ =p4, the result is 
obvious. If /G( >p’, then c(G) E (0, 1 }. Since k(G) = 0, it follows that 
k(G)=B,,,(c(G)). Hence, if c(G)= 1, Theorem (1.13) yields [Y,, Y,] = 
yi+j+ I whenever i # j. If c(G) = 0, then IGJ 2p6. Consequently, 1Gl >p’, 
and k(G) =0 implies c(G) = 1. So, [ yi, yj] = yi+ j+ r for i#j, whence 
cyi, Y,l= y;+,+, wheneveri#jandi+jdm-3.Finally,ifi+j=m-2, 
that is, if j=m-i-2, then Y,+, = [Y,, Y,PiP1]d[Yi, Y,] implies 
[Y,, YJ= Y+,= yi+j+,. 
Now, we assume [Yi, Y,]=Y,+,+, for i#j and i+j,<m-2. If 
(Cl =p4, it is k(G)=O. So, we can suppose JGI >p5, whence c(G)E (0, l}. 
If c(G) = 1, then we have [ Yi, Y,] = Yi+ !+ r for all i# j and (1.13) yields 
k(G)=B,,(l)=O. If c(G)=O, we get k(G)=k(G) by using (1.5). Further- 
more, c(G) = 1 and [ Fi, Fi] = Fi+ i+, whenever i # j, i + j ,< m - 2, whence 
k(G) = 0 and the theorem is proved. 1 
We note that the previous theorem determines the values of all the com- 
mutator subgroups of a p-group of maximal class satisfying r(G) =fO( /Cl), 
since [Y;, Yi] = [ Yi, Y,, r] when i= j, [Y,, Y,] = 1 for i+ j> m and the 
value of [Y,, Y,] for i+j=m-1 is given in (1.9). 
The following corollary completes Theorem (1.13) where the case 
c(G) = 0 was lacking. 
(2.2) COROLLARY. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order pm such 
that c(G) =O. Then, k(G)= B,,,,(c(G)) if and onZy f  [Y,, Yi] = Yi+j+ I 
whenever i# j and i+ jdm-2. 
Proof: This result is a direct consequence of (2.1), since c(G) = 0 implies 
&n,,(c(G)) = 0. I 
(2.3) THEOREM. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order p”’ =p2n+r 
with m > 5 and suppose that r(G) = fo([ GO. Then, for any A-chain oj. G, 
G=H,>H,> ‘.. >H,,, -4, we have that 
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(1) Zfi~{l,...,n-22) andweset i=2n~+e~withe:E{O,l}, then 
k(Hi)=(n-i- 1) F,_,(p)-@’ +p’;(eZ,,;_2(p)+J2n;~3(p))+e:n:, 
where cx = 0 or 1 according as c(G) 2 1 or c(G) = 0. 
(2) Zfie {n- 1, . . . . m-4) and we set m-i=2n,+e, with ejE (0, l}, 
then 
k(Hi)=ei12n,-4(P) +J2n,-5(P). 
Proof. If in {n- 1, . . ..m-4}. then Y,(H,)= Y;+,(G)< Y,,(G). Hence, 
Y,(H,) is abelian. Now, taking into account the remark before Theorem 
(1.6), we get that k(Hi)=Z,_i_,(p)+J,_i_,(p) or J,-j-5(p), according 
as exp IH, ) = m - i is odd or even. Hence, we deduce that k(Hi) = 
eJ2,-&) + J2n,-s(~) in any case. 
If iE ( 1, . ..) n - 2 >, we have already mentioned that zi =p’+ ’ and, conse- 
quently, (1.20) yieldsk(H,)=pk(H,_,)-Fj~-,(p)+ni~l-cci~,-l. Hence, 
k(H,)=n-2-u and 
k(~,)=pk(H,~,)-F,-,(p)+n-n~~,--e~~,+ee~~,-1 (11) 
for i = 2, . . . . n - 2, since 2n,- 1 +e,-,=m-(i--1)=2n+e-2rz~,-e;-,= 
2(n-n:-,-e~-,(l-e))+e(l-2e:P,)+e:P, and e(l-2e:-,)+e:_,E 
(0, l} imply n,-, =n-n:._, -ei-,(l -e). 
Now, we set k(H,)=(n--i-l)Fi-r(p)-&‘+ W,(p) for 
i = 1, . . . . n - 2. Using (11) we have 
(n-i- 1) Fi- I(p)-Clp’-’ + W,(p) 
=(n-~)pF,-2(P)-~pi-‘+pWj~*(p)-Fi-1(p) 
+n-njP,-e:_,+eeiP,-l. 
AspFi_,(p)=FiP,(p)-1 and i-1=2n:P,+e:_,, we deduce that 
W,(p)=pW;~,(p)+n:-,+ee:-, for i = 2, . . . . n - 2. (12) 
We proceed to prove by induction on j that 
w,(P)=eZ*j-,(P)+Jv~~(P) for j= 1, . . . . [n/2] - 1. (13) 
As k(H,)=n-~-CC, W,(p)=0 and (12) yields W,(p)=e. Hence, the 
assertion is true for j = 1. If it is true for j, we have 
W,j+z(P)=PWq+,(P)+n;j+,+ee;j+, 
=P’W,j(P)+n;jP+ee;jp+n;j+,+ee;,+, 
= eP2z2i-2(p) +p2J2,-Jp) +jp+j+e 
=4P212j-2(P)+1)+P2J2j-3(P)+j(P+ 1) 
=ez2j(P) + J2j- I(P), 
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and it is true for j + 1. Now, (12) gives 
~2,+l(P)=P(ez2,-*(P)+J*,-,(P))+n;, for OQ< [(n- 1)/2] - 1. 
(14) 
We can unify (13) and (14) in the formula 
wi(P)=pe’(ezi-2--;+Jj-~3--r;(P))+e~n~-l 
=p’;(eZ2,;-2 + J2&p)) + ejnl for i= 1, . . . . n - 2, 
where the last equality follows from the fact that e:n:-, = e:(n:- 1 + ej) = 
ejni - e: + ei’ = ein:, since e: E (0, 1 } implies that e:. = ei*. Hence, we have 
proved that 
k(Hi)=(n-i- 1) F,-,(p)-api-’ +pp;(eZ2,,~,(p)+Jz,;-,(p))+e:& 
for i= 1, . . . . n-2. 1 
Remark. We note that the values of k(Hi) for the case c(G) = 1 could 
have been obtained directly just applying repeatedly Corollary (1.14), since 
k(G) = 0 implies k(G) = B,,,(c(G)). Nevertheless, the proof of (2.3) is not 
redundant, since we treat both cases c(G) =0 and c(G) = 1 jointly (by 
means of the parameter a) and the case c(G) =0 cannot be deduced 
from (1.14). 
(2.4) THEOREM. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order pm =p2n i ’ 
and suppose that r(G) = fO( IGJ). Then, we have that 
(1) Zf i E ( 1, . . . . n - 1 } and we set i = 2ni. + e:. with ei. E (0, 1 }, then 
k(Yi)= (n-i) Fi-,(p)-apipl +p’$eZz,;-2(p)+ J,,;-,(p))+e:n:, 
where a = 0 or 1 according as c(G) > 1 or c(G) = 0. 
(2) ZfiE (n, . . . . m an we set m-i=2n,+e, with e,E(O, l}, then } d 
WY,) =eiz2n,-2(~) + J2n,--3(~). 
Proof: If iE (n, . . . . m}, then Yid Y,. Hence, Yi is abelian and r( Y;) = 
,y,, =pm-i=p2n,+P,. so, p2n,+e,= n,(p2-l)+pp”+k(Y,)(p2-l)(p-1), 
that is, p’~(p~~’ - l)=(p’- l)(n,+k(Y,)(p- 1)). We deduce that n,+ 
k(Yi)tp- l)=~"Z2,,-2(p)=ei(p- 1) Z2n,-2(~)+12n,-2(~). Consequently, 
k(Yi)=e,l2,-2(p)+(Z2,~2(~)--i)l(p-l)=eir2,~2(p)+J2~,--3(~). 
If iE (1, . . . . n- l}, then ~~-~=p~+a~~~(p- 1). Hence, (1.21) yields 
k(Yi)=pk(Yi-,)--Fi~,(p)+n,~,-ai~,. Now, arguing as in the proof of 
(2.3), we deduce the statement claimed. 1 
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3. ~-GROUPS OF MAXIMAL CLASS SATISFYING k(G)= 1 
In this last section, we deal with the p-groups G of maximal class 
satisfying r(G) = fi( ICI ) and we consider the same problems that were 
solved for r(G) =f&\G\) in [14, 161 and in the preceding section. In fact, 
we find CG, the commutator subgroups, and the value of k for the sub- 
groups of a d-chain or the subgroups of the extended lower central series. 
We also give a result which is equivalent to determining the vector VG. 
Before we begin to study these points, we want to make the following 
remark: whereas every p-group G verifying r(G) =.f,( ICI) is a p-group of 
maximal class, that is not the case for the p-groups with r(G) =fi( /GI ). As 
an example, the p-group G= (a, b ( apz= 1 =bp2, ah=al+p) has order p4 
and r(G) =p3 +pz -p =fi(p4), but its nilpotency class is 2. 
(3.1) LEMMA. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order pm =p2n + ‘. 
Suppose that r(G)=f,(JG\) and r(G)=fo(\GI), where G=G/Z(G). Then, 
c(G) > 1 and there exists t E (1, . . . . n- 2 + e) such that z,=P’+~ and 
z;=p”+’ for all iE (1, . . . . n - I]- {t}. Moreover, t is determined by the 
property 1. Y,, Ym-t-21 = 1. 
Proof. As G is a p-group of maximal class and r(G) = fI( ICI), we have 
m >, 5. If m d 6, it follows from [16] that \GI =p’, CJ~ = (p, p3, p2, p, 1), 
and c(G) = 3. Furthermore, n-2 +e=n - 1 = 1 and [Y,, Y2] = 1 show 
that the assertion of the theorem holds in this case. 
Therefore, we can suppose m L 7. By using (1.15) we obtain c(G) d 1. 
Besides, k(G) # k(G) and (1.5) imply c(G) > 0. Consequently, c(G) = 1. On 
the other hand, Lemma (1.2) gives 
It follows that there exist t E { 1, . . . . n - 2 f e} such that z, > Tt. We note 
that f < IP~ - t - 2, since I < n - 2 + e. Taking into account ( l.lO), we deduce 
that [Y,, Y,,_,-,]=[Y,, Ym-~(cj-r-,]=l. Hence, ~,~jY,-,_~]=p~~*~ 
Ask(G)=O, wehave~i=p’+‘fori=1,...,n-2+e.So,z,<p~,=p’+2and 
necessarily 2, =p’+ ‘. Now, (15) yields 
whence zi=Z,=pi+l for i= 1, . . . . n-2+ e, i# t. For the theorem to be 
completely proved it only suffices to bear in mind that, when e =O, 
c(G) = 1 implies z,_ 1 =pn. a 
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(3.2) COROLLARY. Let G he a p-group of maximal class of order 
pm =p2n+r. Suppose thatr(G)=f,(lG()andr(G)=f,(IGI).Zfi~{l,...,n-1) 
andxe Yi- Yj+l, then we have 
rt2 
ICY,(X)1 = p,,,; i f 
if i# t; 
if i=t. 
Proof: If i#t and XEY,-Y~+~, then IC,(X)I~~/(X)Y,_~_,~=~~+~, 
whence ICl,(x)I <P’+‘~~-~. So, zi=ry,(siYj+,)~IsjY,+,~/p”-2’~2=pi+1. 
As (3.1) shows that zi=pi+l, it must be (C,,(x)] =pit2 for all 
XE Y,- Y,,,. The corresponding assertion for i = t is proved in the same 
way just taking into account that [ Y,, Y,+ ,- 2] = 1. 1 
DEFINITION. Let G be a p-group of maximal class satisfying 
r(G)=fi(lGI). rfr(G/Y,,.)=f,(lG/Y,.l) and r(GlY,-,)=f,(IG/Y,.~,I), we 
say that Y,,, is the change residual of G and represent it by G”. 
We note that the previous definition makes sense, since every p-group of 
maximal class of order p4 has 2p - 1 =&(p4) conjugacy classes. It follows 
that, if G” = Y,,, then w  E { 5, . . . . m}. 
(3.3) THEOREM. Let G he a p-group of maximal class of order 
pm ,p2n+e. Suppose that r(G)=fi(lGI). Set G”=Y, with W=~V+E and 
E E (0, 1). Then, we have 
( 1) z0 = p or 2p - 1, according as c(G) 2 1 or c(G) = 0. 
(2) There exists tE (1, . . . . v-2+&} such that z,=p’+’ and zi=p’+’ 
for i E ( 1, . . . . n-2+e}- (t}. Furthermore, if e=O, z,_,=pnp* or p”, 
according as c(G) = 0 or c(G) 2 1. 
Proof The possible values for z,,, as well as for z, ~, when e = 0, are 
well known. To prove the rest of the theorem we use induction on (GoI. If 
IGo1 = 1, the assertion holds by virtue of (3.1). If (GoI > 1, then - 
r(G) = fi(G) and (7” = G” = P,. = Y,,,(G). So, the inductive hypothesis yields 
the existence of t E (1, . . . . v - 2 + E > such that Z, =p’+* and Zi =p’+ ’ for 
i~{1,...,(n-l+e)-2+(l-e)}-(t)={1,...,n-2}-{t}. Ife=l, then 
lG[ =p2” and c(G)31 imply Z,-I=pn=p(n-‘)+l, Thus, in any case, we 
have Zi=pi+’ for all i E { 1, . . . . n - 2 + e I- {t ). Now, taking into account 
Corollary (1.4), which gives zj=Z, for Jo { 1, . . . . n - 2 + e}, we obtain the 
result desired. 1 
(3.4) THEOREM. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order p” with 
r(G)=f,(lGI). Zf i, j>l are such that i<jandi+j,<m-2, then 
if i#t; 
if i=t. 
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Proof: First, we note that c(G/Z(G)) 2 1 and i + j d m - 2 imply 
CY;, YjlG yi+i+1. If i=t, j<m-t-3 and we suppose [Y,, 51~ 
Yr+j+3, in G=G/Y,+,+., we obtain [P,, Fi] = 7, whence z, 3 ?,a ( Yj 1 = 
P r+3, which is impossible. Hence, [Y,, Y,]c {Y,+j+l, Y,+j+z}. If i#t, a 
similar reasoning yields [Y,, Y,] = Y,, j+ ,, just taking into account that 
Z,=pi+’ (note that i<j and i+j<m-2 force ibn-2+e). 1 
DEFINITION. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order pm such that 
r(G)=f,(IGI) and c(G)>, 1. If iE (1, . . . . m- l}, we say that ‘c(Yi- Y,,,) 
takes its normal value when 
rlAyi- Y;+,)= 
P2-P7 if 1 <i<n- 1; 
P- 1, if n<i<m- 1. 
We also define the tuple IN(G) = (i,, . . . . i,) formed by the indices ij for 
which vc( Y4 - Y,, + , ) d oes not take its normal value and ordered so that 
i, < ... <is. 
(3.5) LEMMA. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order pm =p2n + r 
with r(G)=fi(lGI) and c(G)2 1. Zf]N(G)=(i,, . . . . i,), then s=2 andi,=t. 
Moreover, ro(Y,- Yr+l)=p3-p2 and rG(Y12- Yizt1)=2p2-3p+l or 
p2 - p, according as i2 < n - 1 or i, 2 n. 
ProoJ Firstly, suppose that i< t. If x E Yi - Y,, , verifies iC,(x)( > 
1 C,,, (x)1, then there exists g E G - Y, such that g E C,(x). If g E G - Y, , then 
x E C,(g) = ( g > Y, - , , impossible. Hence, g E Y, - Yi. Let j < i such that 
ge Y,- Yj+,. Then, (g>(x) Y,,-,_,dCy,(g), whence [C,(g)1 >P’+~. 
But j<t implies lCyJ(y)l=p’+2 for all JJEY,- Y,+r. Thus, we have 
arrived to a contradiction and it must be IC,(x)( = IC,,(x)l for all x E Yj - 
Yj + l and for i = 1, . . . . t. That is, 
i+2 
lC,(x)l= ;,+; 
i > 
if i<t; 
if i= t. 
It follows that ro( Yi - Y, + ,) =p2 -p for i < t and that rc( Y, - Y, + ,) = 
p3 -p2. Consequently, i, = t. 
On the other hand, we have CyEPi’ r,(Yi- Yi+,)-(Cy:: (p2-p)+ 
Cr:;’ (p- l))=fi(lG()-fo(IGI)=p3-p2-p+ 1. Hence, if we call 6, 
the difference between rc( Y,, - YI,+ ,) and its normal value for j= 1, . . . . s, 
we obtain CT=, 611=p3-p2-p+1. As r,(Y,- Y,+,)=p3-p2, it is 
ai,=p3-2p2+p and Cf=2Gi,=p2-2p+ 1 =(p- 1)2. Consequently, ~22. 
If we take XE Yi,- Yiz+,, then rc(Y,2- Yi2+,)=(p-1)rC(xY,2+L)= 
(p- l)(l +;l(p- 1)) for some 220, since rc(xYIZ+,)= 1 (mod(p- 1)). We 
deduce that 6,> (p - 1)‘. Therefore, s = 2 and 6, = (p - l)‘, that is, 
T& Y,, - Yi, + i) = 2p2 - 3p + 1 or p2 -p, according as i, 6 n - 1 or i2 > n. 1 
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(3.6) LEMMA. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order pm =p2’+’ 
with r(G)= fi(lG() and c(G)> 1. Let C? be a quotient group of G of order 
P “+‘andsuch that r(G)=fi(lGI). If lJV(G)=(t,u)andugn or udfi-1, 
then IN(G) = (t, u). 
ProoJ: If u>n, then u>ii and rc(Flu-- yU+1)=p2-p. Since uan, 
it follows from the previous lemma that rG( Y,- Y,,,) =p2 -p and 
IN(G) = (t, u). The case when u d n” - 1 is proved in a similar way. m 
(3.7) LEMMA. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order pm =p2n+e 
satisfying r(G)=f,(jG() and c(G)3 1. Set G= G/Z(G) and suppose that 
r(G)= f,(jG(). Zf IN(G)= (t, u) and IN(G)= (t, U), rhen one of the 
following conditions holds: 
(i) u = ii. 
(ii) ii=n-1, u=m-t-2, ande=O. 
ProoJ From (3.6) we obtain u = U in the cases U > n and 
ti<(n- 1 +e)- 1. Therefore, we can suppose that n-l +e<C<n- 1. 
Then, necessarily e = 0 and U = n - 1. If i E { 1, . . . . m - 3 }, according to (3.4), 
we have [Y,, Y,,P,-2]= Y,,-, ift$ {i,m-i-2) and i#m-i-2, that is, 
if i$ {t, m-t-2, n- l}. In these cases, it follows from (1.10) that 
ro(Yi- Yj+,)=r,-(Pi- Y,,,). Hence, ro(Yi- Y,+,)=p2-p or p- 1 for 
l<i<n--2 and i#t, or n<ibm-1 and i#m-r-2, respectively. 
Consequently, u E {n - 1, m - t - 2 ), i.e., 2.4 = n - 1 = U or 24 = m - t - 2. m 
Now. we can characterize the invariant u as follows 
(3.8) THEOREM. Let. G be a p-group of maximal class of order p” with 
r(G)=fi(lGl) and c(G)al. Set lN(G)=(t,u). Then, u is the greatest 
integer smaller or equal than m - t - 2 satisfying [ Y,, Y,,] = Y, + u + =. 
Proof: We argue by induction on JG”(. If IGo1 = 1, (3.1) yields 
[Y,, Y,-,+,]=l. Hence, ro(Y,,~,+2-Y,~,~,)=p2-p, u=m-t-2 
and the result is true. Suppose that IGo1 > 1. If [Y,, Y,,-,P2] = 1, 
reasoning as above, the result trivially holds. If [Y,, YrnPrPz] # 1, 
then rG(Ym-,pz - Y,,-t_l) = rc(~cm-lj-r-l - F(,P1,Pt) =p- 1 and 
u #m - t - 2. Now, (3.7) yields u = U and, from the inductive hypothesis, u 
is the greatest integer smaller or equal than (m - l)- t-2 =m- t- 3 
satisfying [ P,, rU] = 9, + u + =. Taking into account (3.4), we deduce that 
cyn Yul= y,+u+2 and CY,, Yil= Yt+i+l for u+ 1 gigm-t-3. Since 
we have assumed [ Y,, Y,,- (- 2] # 1, the assertion follows also in this 
case. fl 
In the next theorem, we are going to obtain an explicit formula for the 
number u. First, we need the following definition. 
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DEFINITION. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order p” =P*“+~ 
with r(G)=f,(lGI). If G” = Y,. and t is the same as in (3.3), we define 
T(A)=2”-‘w-((2A-l)t+2”) for every A > 1. 
Clearly, the sequence { T( %) } .! >, I satisfies the recursive relation 
T(A + 1) = 2T(A) - t. 
From (3.3), part (2) we get T(1) = w  - t - 2 > t, whence r(A) > t for all 1. 
Consequently, T(A + 1) > T(A) for all i 2 1. Thus, we can consider the 
number ,u~ defined as the smallest integer satisfying T(p,) 2 n. With the 
above notation, we have: 
(3.9) THEOREM. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order pm =p*” + ’ 
with r(G) =fi(lGl) and c(G) > 1. Then, there exists p<pO such that 
-P(G)= (t, T(P)). 
Proof We argue by induction on \G”l. If IG”l = 1, the result is true, 
since u=m-t-2=w-t-2=T(l) and p,,=l. Suppose that lG”I>l. 
From the inductive hypothesis, we have U = T(j) with ji < &. Taking into 
account (3.7) one of the following cases holds: 
6) u = ii. 
(ii) ii=n-1, u=m-t-2, ande=O. 
In the first case, u = T(D) and cl0 = fi,, or ,& + 1. Consequently, p = ji 
satisfies the conditions of the theorem. In the second case, bearing in mind 
that PO is the smallest integer for which T(&) <n - 1, we deduce that 
p=&. Thus, n-l=ii=T(j&), whence pO=&+l and u=m-t-2= 
2n-t-2=2(n-l)-t=2T&,)-t=T(j&+l). So, setting p=pO, the 
theorem holds also in this case. 1 
(3.10) THEOREM. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order 
pm =p2n+e with r(G)=fi(lGI) and c(G)>,l. Then G- Y1 is made up of 
p* -p conjugacy classes of order pm - * and, if IN(G) = (t, u), we have that: 
(1) rfiE (1, . ..) n-l}- {t, u}, Yi-- Y,+l is made up of p* - p classes 
of order pm - i ~ 2. 
(2) If iE {n, . . . . m- l} - {u}, Yj- Yi+, is formed by p - 1 classes of 
order pm-‘- I. 
(3) y,-- Y,,l is formed by p3 -p2 classes of order pm- ‘- 3. 
(4) If u<n-1, Y,- Yucl is made up of (p - l)* classes of order 
P +‘-* and p2 -p classes of order pm-“-‘. If u>,n, then Y,- Y,, , is 
formed by p* -p classes of order pm-‘-*. 
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Proof: The result for G - Y, is well known (cf. [ 11). In order to prove 
the rest of the assertions of the theorem, we note that for every 
XE Y,- Y,,,: 
(1) If iE (1, . ..) n - 1 } - {t, u}, we have rc( Y, - Y,, ,) =p2 -p. Now, 
IC,(x)l 3 I(x) Y++,I =P~+~, i.e., ICl,(x)l <P”-‘-~, implies ICl,(x)l = 
m-r-2 
P 
(2) If ie {n, . . . . in - l}, then rc( Y, - Y,, ,) =p - 1. In addition, 
[C,(x)1 3 IY,+_,l = p’+‘, i.e., JCZ,(x)J d p’+-‘, and necessarily 
(Cl,(x)l =pm-‘-1. 
(3) If i= t, we have rc( Y,- Y,,,) =p3 -p2. Set G= G/G”. Then, 
lCG(x)l 3 lC,=JZ)l 2 l(T) F,.-,-,I =P~+~, i.e., (Cl,(x)\ <pm-‘-‘, whence 
ICZ,(x)( =pm-r-3. 
(4) If i=u=T(p) and C?=G/Y,+,,+2, then IC,(x)l>IC~(R)(~ 
1 F,I =p”+*, since [Y,, Y,]= Y*+,,+*. That is, ICf,(x)( <pm-” 2. We 
deduce that 
JCl,(x)l =pm-um2 for all x E Y, - Y, + , , if u b n, (16) 
. 
since, m that case, rG( Y, - Y, + 1 ) =p2-p. 
On the other hand, arguing by induction on IG”J we get 
ICl,(x)l >P”--“-~ for all XE Y,- Y,,,. In fact, if (G”J =l, then 
u = m - t - 2 2 n and the result is true. Now, let IG”l > 1. According to 
(16), we can suppose that u < n - 1. Since m - t - 2 3 n, it follows from 
(3.7) that u=U. If u=n- 1 and e=O, then u=n- 1 and IGI =~~(~-‘)+l, 
whence ICZ,(x)l 2 (Cl,(X)l =p(m-1)-li-z=pmPu--3 and the assertion 
holds. Otherwise, we have udn-2+e, whence m>7=2k+ 5 and 
c(G)=l. We also have that m--u--2$(t,u} (if m-u-2=u, then 
m = 2u + 2 < 2(n - 2 + e) + 2 = 2n + e - (2 - e), impossible, and if 
m - u - 2 = t, then u = m - t - 2 2 2n + e - (n - 2 + e) - 2 = n, also 
impossible). Taking into account (3.4), we have [Y,, Y,,_,_ 2] # 1, that 
is, CY,, Ym-u-c~~)-~ ]# 1. Now, (1.10) part (1) yields ICl,(x)l = 
p /Cl,(X)/ ~pp(m-‘)-P~3=pm-u~3, as we wanted to see. 
To finish the proof of the theorem, consider the case u d n - 1 and let Aj 
be the number of conjugacy classes in Y, - Y,, , of order p”pu-m2pi 
(j=O, 1). Then, as rG(Yu- Y,+,)=2p2-3p+1, we have 
&+A,=2p’-3p+ 1, 
P m-“-2&+p m--U--3]*‘= IY,- Y”,,( =pm-u-pm-uP’, 
Consequently, 2, = (p - 1)’ and II, =p2 -p, as we wanted to prove. m 
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(3.11) THEOREM. Let G he u p-group of maximal class of order 
pm = p2n+c such that r(G) = fi(jG\) and c(G)=O. Then G - 
(Y, u C,( Y, _ *)) is made up of (p - 1)’ conjugacy classes of order pm- ’ 
and C,( Y, _ 2) - Y2 is formed by p2 - p classes of order p” ~ ‘. Furthermore, 
if IN(G) = (t, u), we have that: 
(1) [fii{l,...,n-2}-{t,u}, Yl-Y,+l ismadeupofp*-pclasses 
of order pm - ’ ~ *. 
(2) IfiE {n - 1, . . . . m-l>-(u), yi-yL+I is formed by p - 1 classes 
of order pm-~‘-‘. 
(3) y,- y,+, is formed by p3 -p2 classes of order pm-‘- ‘. 
(4) IfuGn-2, Y,- Y,+, is made up of (p - 1)’ classes of order 
mpup2 andp’-p classes of orderpmpUp3. If u>,n-1, then Y,- Y,+, is 
;ormed by p2 -p classes of order pm-“- *. 
Proof The results for G - ( Y, u C,( Y, -2)) and C,( Y,,- 2) - Y, can 
be found in [ 1 ] and [ 161, respectively. For the rest of the theorem, it suf- 
fices to combine the last theorem with (1.1 l), just taking into account that 
c(C)> 1, and that c(G)=0 implies ICI =p2”, whence (G( =p2(+‘)+‘. 1 
The last two theorems can be used to obtain explicitly the vector V, of 
a general p-group of maximal class satisfying r(G) = fi( ICI). Nevertheless, 
we will not give it in this paper, since the different possibilities for u make 
the expression of this result rather cumbersome. Anyway, with the informa- 
tion given in (3.10) and (3.1 l), one can derive V, for any particular 
p-group of maximal class that he is handling, supposed r(G) = f,( ICI ). 
In the following theorem we precise the information given in (3.4) on the 
commutator subgroups of a p-group of maximal class with k(G) = 1. 
(3.12) THEOREM. Let G be a p-group qf maximal class of order pm with 
r(G)= f,(lGI). Then, [Y,, Y,] = Y,+i+, for every j> t such that 
t+ jdm-2 andjf T(A) for all 3.3 1. 
Proof We use induction on ) G”J. Take j verifying t + j < m - 2 and 
j#T(A) for every 221. If IG”l=l, it follows that j<m-t-3, since 
j;T(l)=m-t-2. Now, r(G)=fo(lGI) and (2.1) imply [Y,, Y,]= 
1-c/+1’ If IG”) > 1, the inductive hypothesis yields [ Y,, Y,] = Y, + J + , for 
jQm-t-3. If j=m-t-2 and [Y,, Yj]=Yttjf2=l, we have 
rG( Y, - Y,, ,) = p* - p, since j >/ n. Consequently, using (3.9), there exists p 
such that j = T(p), a contradiction. 1 
To finish this section, in the following two theorems we determine the 
sequences {k(H,)} and {k( Yi)}. 
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(3.13) THEOREM. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order 
pm=p2n+P with m 2 5 and suppose that r(G)= fi(lG(). Then, for any 
&Z-chain of G, G= H,> H, > ... > Hmp4, we have that 
(1) Zfifs (1, . . . . n - 2) and we write i = 2n: + ej with ei E { 0, 1 }, then 
k(H,)=(n-i-l)Fi~,(p)+Pip’-q~- ’ 
+p’;(eZ2,;-2(p) + J2,;-&)) + 44, 
where c( = 0 or 1 according as c(G) 2 1 or c(G) = 0 and pi = 0 or 1 according 
as i>t or i<t. 
then (2) rf ie {n - 1, . . . . m-4} and we set m-i=2ni+ei with eiE (0, l}, 
4Hi) = eiZ2nt-&) + J2,,- s(p). 
Proof: To prove this theorem we argue as in (2.3), just taking into 
account that z,=P”~ and z,=p’+’ for iE{l,...,n-2)--(t) yield 
k(H,)=pk(H,~,)-p’-F,~,(p)+n,-,--,-,-1 and k(H,)=pk(H,-,)- 
Fi~,(p)+n,~,-ccj-,- 1 for iE (1, . . . . n-2}- {t}. 1 
(3.14) THEOREM. Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order 
pm=p2n+e and suppose that r(G) = f,( 1 Gj ). Then, we have that 
(1) Zfie (1, . . ..n- l} an d we write i= 2n: + e: with e:E { 0, 1 }, then 
k(Yi)=(n-i)Fip,(p)+yip’-clp’-’ 
+p’~(eZ2,;-2(p) + J+x(P)) + e% 
where CI = 0 or 1 according as c(G) b 1 or c(G) = 0 and yi = 0 or 1 according 
as i>t or i<t. 
(2) Zf i E (n, . . . . m} and we set m-i=2n,+e, with e,E (0, l}, then 
h(Yi)=eiJ2,,-2(~)+J2n,-A~). 
Proof It suffices to reproduce the same reasoning of (2.4), with similar 
considerations as those made in the last theorem. 1 
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